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Ilmatar, a Mechanical Trees story by Andrzej Tarasiuk
Introduction
During the LABVERDE Amazon immersion, near Manaus, Brazil I learned about the Biotic Pump theory - how forests, through
transpiration regulate atmospheric conditions and move moisture inland a lot further than is possible by air currents alone.
Shortly after, biologist and scientist Philip Martin Fearnside presented a lecture about the imminent collapse of the Amazon
ecosystem. After the shock of the lecture wore off, I tried to imagine what could perform transpiration at the scale of the Amazon
forest. Given how technocentric our global culture is, I imagined Mechanical Trees rising from the newly formed savannahs and
deserts as part of a network of machines regulating the water-cycle in place of trees.
RaumArs residency is my first major attempt to create a story as a way to connect my understanding of issues related to climate
change with local history, mythology and the present moment. This project is an opportunity to engage with the question of what
kind of future we are/want to create and to consider the role our past and present has in influencing our choices.

Chapter 1. (sample)
118,000 of earth’s trips around the sun ago, on what was presumably a quiet night, the weather patterns
shifted once again and warm trends began to give way to cooling. As the earth spun around the sun for
another 93,000 trips, the snow kept falling in the northern hemisphere. As it accumulated, it compacted
itself under its own weight, slowly engulfing Scandinavia and Middle Europe. At the height of the glaciers
glory there was no one there to name it, or to climb it, or to dare to walk across it, at least no one whose
story survived. And then, about 25,000 silent trips around the sun ago, the conditions changed once again
and the glacier started to recede.
There were very few things to disturb the solitude of the ice plain rising two kilometres towards the sky.
Stars shone like multi-colored crystals above forming the Linnunrata, the mighty “Bird Way” (Milky Way).
Ilmatar, the daughter of Air, having come down the Linnunrata to earth, sat at the edge of the vast glacier.
Sitting she thought about sinking her feet into moss covered ground of what would be called the Suomi
lands, once the glacier melted to reveal them. Excited by the thought she rose and gently hovering above
the snow pack, moved nimbly as only the daughter of Air could. She imagined herself stirring through the
branches of Hieskoivu and Rauduskoivu trees (Downy and Silver birch). She fantasised about flattering leaves of
the Saarni (Ash) and the Pikkuvaahtera (Tatar maple), picking up Terttuselja (Red elderberry) and carrying the
scent of Pihasyreeni (common lilac) in her hair.
…

Chapter 2. (sample)
As the days and nights intermingled Ilmatar had become weary,
of her lonely time, her solitude a burden.
The Air’s spacious mansions couldn’t soothe her,
in the vastness of the ice fields she wandered,
no one there to whom she could talk to, nothing but the frozen white horizon.
Then one day land had peaked from behind the frozen vale.
In a fit of curiosity, pulled by deeper need of knowing
she descended from the glacier, facing east she wondered.
A strange figure she noticed, clad in fur and sitting upon the water
in his craft he looked like Perkūnas hammer.
Watching him she felt warmth deep within her.
Diving into icy water, as if pulled towards him.
Into the wide expanse of water she dove,
as if pulled by invisible forces.
Oh how she wanted to be closer.
Just as suddenly as she saw him,
a storm arose in fury.
From the East a mighty tempest,
Stirred the sea wildly foaming,
And the waves dashing higher.
She watched the man struggle mightily,
keeping up above water's ardour.
But no match for nature man is,
a wave fell upon him driving him down under.
But a play thing for waters power.
Seeing the man get knocked unconscious,
moved the virgin to action.
Diving down towards him,
down towards his sinking body,
she would not leave him in this moment.
Grasping his furry collar,
with ease she pulled him above storms fury.
Carried up towards the surface,
She carried him towards his homeland
carried him to the lands from where he came from …

Chapter 3. (sample)
…
The earth continued to travel around the sun another 3000 trips or so and Sammallahdenmäki continued to
change with land uplift moving the coast another 20km from the site. Ilmatar would visit here less and less
as Christian missionaries spread across the land destroying sacred groves where they could find them. She
was confused by the budding arrogance of people thinking themselves destined to control nature as its
master. Their violence towards the very harmony that allowed life to flourish repulsed her. And so she
retreated to northern parts of Suomi where she and Mielikki, the forest's Mistress would spend their time
together.

Chapter 4. (sample)
…

The system fell far short of what was done effortlessly by nature in the days when Ilmatar and Mielikki were
thought to come down the Linnunrata. Most people suffered, living in substandard conditions on a planet
that their grandparents would not recognize. The exceptional few who could afford to buffer their exposure
to these conditions sought refuge in self-contained communities and lived like gold fish in tiny glass bowls
looking out on a world devastated by greed and short sightedness.

Ilmatar and Mielikki stood immobilized, their feet cemented in mud and stone.
They gazed from above the clouds across the lands where they once roamed free.
Wonder replaced with concrete, grace with brute force.
The trees would not transpire water
but the machines they pumped it now.
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